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Abstract: In water resources management, environmental and ecological studies, estimation of
design streamflow is often needed. For gauged catchments, at-site flood frequency analysis is used
for this purpose; however, for ungauged catchments, regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) is
the preferred method. RFFA attempts to transfer flood characteristics from gauged to ungauged
catchments based on the assumption of regional homogeneity. A bibliometric analysis on RFFA
is presented here using Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus databases. A total of 626 articles were
selected from these databases. From the bibliometric analysis, it has been found that Journal of
Hydrology and Water Resources Research are the two leading journals reporting RFFA research.
In RFFA research, leading countries include Canada, USA, UK, Italy and Australia. In terms of
citations, the top performing researchers are Ouarda T, Burn D, Rahman A, Haddad K and Chebana
F. Future research should be directed towards the identification of homogeneous regions, application
of efficient artificial intelligence (AI)-based RFFA models, incorporation of climate change impacts
and uncertainty analysis.

Keywords: floods; regional floods; regional frequency analysis; regionalization; homogeneous
regions; probability distribution; bibliometric analysis; L-moments; index flood; ungauged catchments

1. Introduction

Flooding is a natural disaster that often causes extensive economic damage and loss
of life [1]. Flooding is becoming more intense and frequent due to climate change [2]. To
reduce flood damage at a given location, a flood risk assessment is often carried out. It
involves estimation of a design flood, which is defined as a flood discharge associated
with an annual exceedance probability. Design floods are used in the design of hydraulic
structures and many other flood management tasks. At a gauged location, at-site flood
frequency analysis is carried out to estimate design floods. However, many locations where
a design flood estimate is needed are ungauged or have little recorded streamflow data.
For these ungauged sites, a regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) is adopted to estimate
design floods [3–5]. RFFA may focus on peak, volume, frequency, depth and duration of
flood events [6,7].

RFFA consists of two principal steps: identification of homogeneous regions and
development of regional flood estimation equations [8,9]. Homogeneous regions can be
formed based on a geographical boundary where all the sites in an assumed region form a
fixed region [10–13]. Alternatively, a region-of-influence (ROI) approach can be adopted
where each of the selected sites forms its own region [14,15]. Regional homogeneity is a vital
assumption of RFFA, which may affect relative accuracy of flood quantile estimates [16–19].
To assess the degree of homogeneity in a proposed region, various statistical tests are
proposed [20–23]. Regions can be formed on a geographical space or in a catchment
attribute space. Various multivariate statistical techniques such as principal component
analysis [24,25], cluster analysis [25–27] and canonical correlation analysis [28–30] are used
to derive homogeneous regions. More recently, Han et al. [9] applied network theory in
identification of homogeneous regions in RFFA.
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To develop regional flood estimation equations, several methods are proposed: (a) ra-
tional method/probabilistic rational method [11,31,32]; (b) index flood method [21,33–36];
(c) quantile regression technique [37–41]; (d) parameter regression technique [40,42,43].
The Australian Rainfall and Runoff Guidelines recommended the parameter regression
technique for general use in data-rich regions of Australia [43]. To deal with the non-
linearity of rainfall–runoff processes, some researchers have proposed the use of artificial
intelligence-based models in RFFA [44–47]. Kriging has also been applied in RFFA [48–50].

There have been numerous studies on RFFA across the globe to suit the local hydrology.
However, bibliometric analysis to summarize these RFFA studies is limited. To fill this
research gap, the current study presents an overview of RFFA studies using a bibliometric
analysis and a literature review. The main innovative aspect of this study is to identify the
research trends in RFFA and future research needs. The motivation behind this study is to
advance RFFA research by shedding light on the evolution of RFFA, current trends, degree
of collaboration and scope of future enhancement.

2. Bibliometric Analysis

A standard workflow of science mapping in bibliometric analysis has five stages:
(1) research design, (2) data collection, (3) data analysis, (4) visualization and (5) inter-
pretation [51]. Peer-reviewed research articles on RFFA studies were obtained from the
Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus databases on 9 November 2022 based on the search
terms; the inclusion and exclusion criteria are given in Table 1. WoS and Scopus have
already been used in bibliometric analysis in different fields either individually [52–54] or
combined [55–57]. The record includes citation information (authors, titles, citation count,
etc.), bibliographic information (e.g., affiliations), abstract, keywords and other information
(e.g., references).

Table 1. Searched terms, query and inclusion and exclusion criteria used in this study.

Database Search Terms and Query

Scopus
(Title, abstract, keywords)

(“Regional flood frequency analysis”)
OR (“Regional frequency analysis” AND flood)
OR (rffa AND flood)
OR (rffe AND flood)
OR (“regional flood frequency estimation”)

Web of Science
(Topic)

(“Regional flood frequency analysis”)
OR (“Regional frequency analysis” AND flood)
OR (rffa AND flood)
OR (rffe AND flood)
OR (“regional flood frequency estimation”)

Inclusion criteria

Peer-reviewed research and review articles, conference papers,
book chapters
English literature
Source type (journal, conference proceeding, book)

Exclusion criteria Notes, letters, opinion pieces, and non-peer-reviewed literature

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our analysis, including identification, screening,
eligibility and included documents [58]. Data were downloaded/exported from WoS and
Scopus in RIS, csv, BibTeX and plain text format to use in EndNote, Excel, LateX, Zotero and
the bibliometrix. Data analysis tools were used to identify duplicates as well as merging,
combining and/or finding inconsistent cells/nodes (such as no author information and
misspelling) [59]. The bibliometrix 2017 and VOSviewer [60] were used to achieve the
visualization step of our bibliometric analysis.
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Based on our search, a total of 626 documents were published on the RFFA field
between the years 1973 and 2022. The annual publication trend (Figure 2) shows that the
number of publications is less than 10 until 2006; in contrast, there is a dramatic peak in
2007. The highest number of publications observed was 51 in 2015, and the annual growth
rate was 9.13% between 1973 and 2022.
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Probable reasons for the two peaks during the years 2007 and 2015 (Figure 2) are as
follows:
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1. The implementation of the Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) Project 5 Regional
Flood Methods from 2006 to 2019 produced many publications [43].

2. The joint contributions of the most productive authors in RFFA have a remarkable
impact on these two peaks.

The top 10 sources (journals) in terms of number of publications and total citations
are given in Table 2. The Journal of Hydrology and Water Resources Research are the
two leading and dominant journals in the RFFA field with 77 (5298 citations) and 52 (3108
citations) publications, respectively. These two journals also have the oldest first issue year
in addition to the Hydrological Sciences Journal. The youngest journal in the top 10 list
is Water (Switzerland) with 11 publications and 49 citations. It should be noted that ‘first
issue year’ refers to the year when the journal first published an article in the RFFA field.

Table 2. The most productive sources.

Rank Sources Articles TC FIY

1 Journal of Hydrology 77 5298 1986
2 Water Resources Research 52 3108 1981
3 Journal of Hydrologic Engineering 28 564 1997
4 Water Resources Management 21 763 1998
5 Hydrological Processes 20 451 1995
6 Hydrological Sciences Journal 19 722 1985
7 Stochastic Environmental Research and Risk Assessment 17 644 2007
8 International Journal of Climatology 16 621 2003
9 Natural Hazards 13 172 2011
10 Theoretical and Applied Climatology 11 134 2011
10 Water (Switzerland) 11 49 2019

Notes: TC represents total citations, FIY shows first issue year.

The quantity of an academic researcher’s publications and the number of citations re-
ceived by a researcher can quantify their research strength and influence of their work [61,62].
Table 3 presents the top 10 contributing authors with the quantity of publications and ci-
tations. Australia and Canada are the most dominant countries in terms of the most
productive authors. Figure 3 shows the authors’ productivity over time. The horizontal
line shows the authors’ active years. Colour density of circles presents the total citations
per year (darker colours show higher citations) whereas the size of the circles presents the
number of articles. Table 4 lists the most cited articles in RFFA.

Table 3. The most productive authors.

Rank Author Current
Affiliation Country TC NP CPP FPY

1 Rahman A WSU Australia 944 67 14.09 2010
2 Ouarda T CETE Canada 1972 47 41.96 1995
3 Haddad K WSU Australia 653 33 19.79 2010
4 Chebana F CETE Canada 585 21 27.86 2007
5 Burn D UoW Canada 1623 19 85.42 1988
6 Srinivas V IIoS India 260 13 20.00 2008
7 Kuczera G UoN Australia 187 12 15.58 2010
8 Aziz K WSU Australia 148 10 14.80 2011
9 Heo J YU South Korea 112 10 11.20 1989
10 Zaman M WSU Australia 175 9 19.44 2010

Notes: WSU: Western Sydney University. CETE: Centre Eau Terre Environment. UoW: University of Waterloo.
IIoS: Indian Institute of Science. UoN: The University of Newcastle. YU: Yonsei University. TC presents total
citations. NP shows number of publications. CPP presents citation per publication. FPY represents author’s first
publication year in this field.
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Figure 3. Author productivity over time.

In Figure 4, the map includes the most cited countries that have contributed to RFFA
research. The leading countries are Canada, USA, UK, Italy and Australia. Although
Australia has the most productive authors in the top 10 list, its influence is not as effective
as Canada. One of the main reasons is that the most productive authors contributed as co-
authors in many publications. Therefore, this directly affects the total number of documents
and citation statistics from a country perspective. It should be noted that developing
countries have fewer stream gauging stations; hence, formulation of RFFA models is
difficult for these countries and few papers on RFFA originated from these countries. The
countries dominating RFFA research have the best stream gauging networks.
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Frequency analysis of keywords is a vital research tool which indicates the essential
parts of the related research field [63]. Table 5 lists the most frequently used authors’
keywords and keywords plus in the RFFA field during 1981–2022. Keywords plus goes
beyond title–word indexing, and the algorithm identifies recurring words or phrases
appearing in a paper’s list of cited references. Therefore, keywords plus can capture a
document’s content with greater variety and depth in bibliometric analysis [64].

The thematic map shown in Figure 5 is a very intuitive plot and allows for the superior
interpretation of research themes. The plot was divided into four parts, and each quadrant
provides details about the importance of the study. Motor themes (first quadrant) are well
developed and important for structuring of the research field. Motor themes show a strong
relevance degree and high density. Niche themes (second quadrant), on the other hand,
have high density but lower centrality. Niche themes are well developed but isolated.
Therefore, they are of only marginal importance for the field. Emerging or declining themes
(third quadrant) are weakly developed and marginal. Emerging or declining themes have
both low density and low centrality. Basic themes (4th quadrant) are important for a
research field not yet well developed. This theme has higher centrality but lower density.
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Figure 5. Thematic map based on authors’ keywords.

In total, eight clusters were created in the thematic map based on the authors’ key-
words. ‘Regional (flood) frequency analysis’ and ‘regionalization’ are placed in the motor
themes with high centrality and density. These are developed and essential topics for the
study. ‘Index flood’ and ‘generalized extreme value distribution’ were two marginal clus-
ters placed in niche themes. These clusters (or themes) were considered highly developed
but isolated. ‘L-moments’ and ‘climate change’ clusters placed in emerging and declining
themes were weakly developed and had low centrality and low density. More research is
needed in this field. ‘Flood frequency analysis’ and ‘flood frequency’ clusters were placed
in the basic themes. These topics showed high centrality (highly relevant) but low density
(less developed). The clusters placed in the basic or transversal theme were important for
research [54].
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Table 4. The most cited documents.

Rank Author (Country) No. A. Journal Title TC TCPY Paper Main Theme

1 Hosking JRM, 1993
(USA) [21] 2 WRR

Some statistics useful in
regional frequency
analysis

650 21.67
Developed discordancy,
heterogeneity, and
goodness-of-fit measures

2 Burn DH, 1990
(Canada) [14] 1 WRR

Evaluation of regional
flood frequency analysis
with an ROI approach

376 11.39

Development of region of
influence approach (ROI) in
RFFA where each site forms
its own region

3 Cooley D, 2007
(USA) [65] 3 JoASA

Bayesian spatial
modelling of extreme
precipitation return levels

310 19.38

Extreme precipitation returns
level map production and
uncertainty measures
through the improvement of
spatial model development
considering geographical and
climatological covariates.

4 Fowler HJ, 2003
(UK) [66] 2 IJoC

A regional frequency
analysis of United
Kingdom extreme rainfall
from 1961 to 2000

271 13.55

Using multi-day annual
maximum rainfall, assesses
the uncertainty in the fitted
decadal growth curves to
identify significant trends in
both distribution parameters
and quantile estimates.

5 Cunnane C, 1988
(Ireland) [33] 1 JoH

Methods and merits of
regional flood frequency
analysis

268 7.66

Regional homogeneity,
hydrological data smoothing
and the effect of inter-site
dependency was discussed
for RFFA

6 Burn DH, 1997
(Canada) [67] 1 JoH

Catchment similarity for
regional flood frequency
analysis using seasonality
measures

233 8.96
Formation of regions based
on ROI using seasonality
measures

7 Ouarda TBMJ, 2001
(Canada) [8] 4 JoH

Regional flood frequency
estimation with canonical
correlation analysis

217 9.86

A theoretical basis of CCA
application in RFFA to
delineate homogeneous
regions with a maximum
number of sites.

8 Yang T, 2010
(China) [68] 7 JoH

Regional frequency
analysis and
spatio-temporal pattern
characterization of
rainfall extremes in the
Pearl River Basin, China

215 16.54

Spatio-temporal pattern
characterization of extreme
rainfall regimes applying an
L-moments approach through
a stationarity test and a serial
correlation check

9 Renard B, 2007
(France) [69] 2 AWR

Use of a Gaussian copula
for multivariate extreme
value analysis: Some case
studies in hydrology

213 13.31

Application of Gaussian
copula for multivariate
frequency analysis in
hydrology

10 Pandey GR, 1999
(USA) [70] 2 JoH

A comparative study of
regression-based
methods in regional flood
frequency analysis

198 8.25

Developed a regional
regression model adopting a
power form model of Thomas
and Benson to estimate the
streamflow statistics in case
of data scarcity

Notes: No. A: Number of authors; TC: Total citations; TCPY: Total citations per year. WRR: Water Resources Re-
search; JoH: Journal of Hydrology; AWR: Advances in Water Resources; IJoC: International Journal of Climatology;
JoASA: Journal of the American Statistical Association.
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Table 5. Frequently used authors’ keywords and keywords plus.

Rank Keywords Plus T.F. 1981–1992 1993–2002 2003–2012 2013–2022

1 Floods 315 17 35 94 169
2 Flood control 242 2 8 84 148
3 Flood frequency 232 3 29 82 118
4 Frequency analysis 172 1 9 63 99
5 Regional flood frequency analysis 153 4 13 49 87
6 Catchments 143 0 7 54 82
7 Runoff 106 1 4 35 66
8 Rain 105 1 6 46 52
9 Regional frequency analysis 103 0 5 33 65

10 Regression analysis 99 1 7 43 48

Rank Authors’ keywords T.F. 1987–1992 1993–2002 2003–2012 2013–2022

1 Regional frequency analysis 107 1 0 27 79
2 L-moments 97 1 4 34 58
3 Regional flood frequency analysis 89 0 8 29 52
4 Regionalization 46 0 2 9 35
5 Floods 43 0 3 15 25
6 Flood frequency analysis 29 0 2 8 19
7 Flood frequency 24 1 2 14 7
8 Frequency analysis 22 0 2 12 8
9 Ungauged catchments 22 0 0 4 18

10 Homogeneity 19 0 3 5 11

Note: T.F. is the sum of frequencies of the keywords.

3. Homogeneity Testing in RFFA

Dalrymple [71] proposed a homogeneity test based on the ratio of 10-year flood to
mean annual flood. This test was widely used in the context of the index flood method.
Wiltshire [20] mentioned that this test is not very powerful as in most of the applications
the proposed region appeared to be homogeneous when the test was applied. Fill and
Stedinger [17] stated that the Dalrymple [71] test should not be applied in practice as
L-moments-based tests [21] are more powerful. Wiltshire [20] proposed a CV-based test,
which is based on the coefficient of variation (CV) in annual maximum (AM) flood series of
the gauged sites in a proposed region. The power of this test increases with the number
of sites and streamflow record length of sites in a region, which is indeed true for any
homogeneity test. Fill and Stedinger [17] stated that this CV-based test is not preferable
to an L-moments-based test. Lu and Stedinger [72] proposed a homogeneity test, which
depends on the variability of at-site normalized flood quantiles estimated by fitting a
generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution to AM flood data of each of the sites in a
proposed region.

The L-moments-based test proposed by Hosking and Wallis [21] has become a standard
in RFFA as noted by Ouarda [3]. However, this test does not work well for highly skewed
data as reported by Viglione et al. [23]. The application of Hosking and Wallis [21] test
could not deliver a homogeneous region for Australia [73,74]. Chebana and Ouarda [22]
extended the Hosking and Wallis [21] test to a multivariate case which can consider the
correlations among the variables. To apply this test to the bivariate case, Chebana and
Ouarda [22] considered peaks and volumes of flood events with the Gumbel logistic model
and Gumbel marginal distributions. It was noted that for regions with a smaller number
of sites and short record length, the multivariate test does not perform well, which is
the case for any homogeneity test. Although the Hosking and Wallis test [21] has good
power, it depends on the subjective choice of a distribution for the data and a poorly
justified rejection threshold [18]. To overcome some of these limitations, Masselot et al. [18]
integrated a nonparametric method with the L-moments-based homogeneity test. Further
research is needed in this area as the proposed homogeneous regions lack of physical
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significance; there is also a paucity of guidance on how these tests should be conducted
under nonstationary conditions.

4. Development of Regional Estimation Equations

Dalrymple [71] proposed the index flood method in 1960. In this method, AM flood
data at each site in the region are normalized by dividing the at-site mean (index flood).
These normalized data are then used to develop a regional growth factor. A regional
prediction equation is developed for the index flood as a function of climatic and physical
characteristics. The index flood method was once favoured by the US Geological Survey,
but it was discarded since it was found that the CVs of AM flood data vary with catchment
area and other catchment characteristics [75]. However, since the introduction of the L-
moments-based index flood method by Hosking and Wallis [21], the index flood method
has become popular in RFFA. As noted by Kjeldsen and Jones [76], the index flood method
is widely used in RFFA in the UK. In Australia, the index flood method is not adopted as
homogeneous regions cannot be identified in the country [43].

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) proposed the quantile regression tech-
nique (QRT) where a flood peak of T-year return period is estimated from selected catch-
ment characteristics [37,39,77,78]. Ordinary least squares or generalized least squares
regression techniques are generally used to estimate the coefficients of the regression
equations [35,38,40,79,80]. The US Interagency Working Group on Flood Frequency Es-
timation at Ungauged Sites found that regression-based methods in RFFA are the most
consistent [81]. The parameter regression technique (PRT) develops regression equations of
the parameters of a probability distribution [40,42]. In a comparative study in Australia,
Haddad and Rahman [40] found that QRT and PRT provide very similar performance in
flood quantile estimation; however, PRT is more consistent. Based on their findings, the
Australian Rainfall and Runoff (national guideline) has recommended PRT for general use
in Australia except in the arid regions [43,82].

There are other approaches to develop estimation equations in RFFA. For example,
Chebana et al. [83] applied a generalized additive model to Quebec province in Canada and
noted that this allows incorporating non-linear effects of explanatory variables in RFFA.
Similarly, Rahman et al. [84] and Noor et al. [85] applied a generalized additive model to
an Australian data set and reported positive outcomes. Dawson et al. [44] applied artificial
neural networks (ANN) to 850 catchments in the UK to develop an RFFA model and
noted that ANN provides improved flood estimates when compared to multiple regression
models. Shu and Ouarda [45] applied adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) in
RFFA in Quebec province, Canada based on data from 151 catchments for design flood
estimation at ungauged sites. They noted that ANFIS has much better generalization
capability than the non-linear regression approach. Aziz et al. [86] applied ANN to 452
Australian catchments and found that an ANN-based RFFA model outperforms the QRT.
Kumar et al. [87] applied ANN and a fuzzy inference system to 17 Indian catchments and
noted that ANN outperforms the L-moments-based index flood approach. Further research
is needed in these types of artificial intelligence (AI)-based RFFA techniques as there is a
lack of user-friendly tools to apply AI-based techniques in practice.

5. Impacts of Climate Change on RFFA

Leclerc and Ouarda [88] presented a nonstationary RFFA using data from southeastern
Canada and the northeastern United States. They noted that not considering trends can
lead to serious under- or overestimation of flood quantile estimates. Kalai et al. [81]
compared nonstationary RFFA methods for real-world and synthetically generated data.
Han et al. [89] presented a nonstationary RFFA technique using 105 Australian catchments
which can capture the differing behaviour of flood quantiles in frequent and rare ranges
under a warming climate. Guo et al. [90] developed a nonstationary Bayesian RFFA method
for Dongting Lake Basin in China. They noted that the nonstationary model reduces the
uncertainty in flood quantile estimates. Further research is needed in this area as there is
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a dearth of guidance on how to consider the effects of non-stationarity in regional flood
quantile estimation: for example, Australian Rainfall and Runoff does not include any
recommendation on this.

6. Discussion

It is expensive to maintain a dense stream of gauging stations; hence, it is important to
design a stream gauging network that can serve the purpose of a country. The streamflow
data collected at the gauged sites can be used to develop RFFA models which allow
estimation of design flows at any location in the country. In this regard, the length and
quality of the collected streamflow data are important. A shorter record length introduces
a higher sampling error in at-site flood frequency analysis, which eventually affects the
accuracy of the RFFA models. The quality of streamflow data is important. In many
instances, it has been found that there are too many missing records in the data, and
other factors, such as rating curve errors, can affect the collected streamflow data. The
impacts of data error on RFFA models are not well examined and this is an area that
needs further research. Most RFFA research is carried out in developed countries where
the number of gauged stations is too high to develop any RFFA techniques. In many
developing countries, the number of stream gauging stations is too low to develop any
meaningful homogeneous regions and RFFA techniques. Hence, RFFA research is limited
in numbers in most developing countries. Efforts should be made to establish reference
stream gauging stations in developing countries, which in future can be used to develop
RFFA techniques. Most RFFA techniques are based on annual maximum models; however,
peaks over threshold (POT) models may be preferable under some circumstances. Hence,
future research should focus on the development of POT-based RFFA techniques. These
will be particularly useful to estimate more frequent floods in ungauged catchments where
there is more application for ecological and environmental studies. Homogeneity testing
is a vital step in RFFA. All the existing homogeneity tests are based on the stationarity
assumption. These tests do not consider the impacts of building dams on flood frequency
analysis; this is an important area and needs further research [91]. The integration of
geographic information systems (GIS), remote sensing, geostatistics and dynamic Bayesian
networks [92] with RFFA may help to enhance RFFA techniques. This also needs further
research.

7. Conclusions

RFFA is an important area of research in hydrology, as there are numerous un-
gauged catchments where flood quantile estimation is needed. Several countries have
recommended RFFA techniques for nationwide application, such as the UK (Robson and
Reed [93]) and Australia (Rahman et al. [43]). Bloschl et al. [94] summarized international
research efforts in ungauged basin prediction. In the US, the Interagency Committee on
Water Data presented guidance on RFFA [95]. Durocher et al. [80] presented a study in
Canada using 771 catchments to develop a nationwide RFFA technique.

This bibliometric analysis shows that there has been an increase in the intensity of
RFFA research since 2007. The leading countries in RFFA research are Canada, USA,
UK, Italy and Australia. The top five journals publishing RFFA research include the
Journal of Hydrology, Water Resources Research, the Journal of Hydrologic Engineering,
Water Resources Management and Hydrological Processes. In terms of citations, the top
performing researchers in RFFA are Ouarda T, Burn D, Rahman A, Haddad K and Chebana
F. Future research should be directed towards nonlinear AI-based RFFA models that can be
applied in practice, the incorporation of climate change impacts and uncertainty analysis.
More efforts should be directed to the collection of flow data covering a greater number
of stations and longer length at gauged sites, as this is a prerequisite to the development
of any accurate RFFA technique. The incorporation of the impacts of dams, GIS, remote
sensing and geostatistics with RFFA models also needs further research.
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